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About This Game

It starts on the 4th day. Ever since you arrived on this planet, you've felt a dark influence. You've lost all memories of your
previous self. Who you've become is an even bigger mystery. The darkness hides the truth, and maybe it is in the darkness the
truth should remain hidden. Something sinister has happened, but you don't know exactly what took place. These dark silent
ones, why do they want to kill you? When death arrives, why does it start all over again... You know you have to escape this

planet, and this endless time loop. Yet there is something itching your mind, something tells you you'll have to do more than just
escape...

Youtube lets play:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy1UqUJRGgI

Check out LadyTenjoin and support her by subscribing at https://www.youtube.com/user/LadyTenjoin

Features

-Very subtle dark story told by collecting memory fragments

-Enemies that increase in numbers as time goes by (spend too long and it will become very challenging)

-Gather enough meteorite and fuel to power your spaceship to escape
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-Robots allies that will help in collecting resources, or resources you've tagged

-This planet was named after the blind idiot god Azathoth. When traversing outside the base the darkness can be blinding, it is
essential to use your flashlight and radar to help find memory fragments and meteorite. This planet was also named after

Azathoth for many other reasons...

-You can get sustenance in your base, but getting food requires going out and scavenging buildings

-To escape requires balancing your body's needs with keeping the base running along with collecting fuel and meteorite for your
spaceship. How you balance these task's will determine how quickly you can escape the planet. Not paying enough attention to

your sustenance level, and being too far from base will lead to death

-Saving is an important resource. It requires converted matter, in which you can enter an altered reality with the same time, and
resources accumulated along with respawning everything. You can also use it to restore your health, but be wary it will reset

bullet counts and weapons. When you choose to save will become strategic

-The silent ones blend in with complete darkness, you'll have to rely on the reflection of their skin to shoot them correctly. Be
wary take too long to aim, and they'll teleport

--Simple Multiplayer

-Invade other worlds with the ability of summoning a huge silent one(Time it right and give other players a great jump scare)

-Play from the perspective of the enemy, and see how they really perceive you

Continuous Support

Nightmare on Azathoth will continuously be updated from the nightmare realm.
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Title: Nightmare on Azathoth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Modesto Rabena
Publisher:
Divergent Game Studio
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3 Core Processor 2.6 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GT 335m

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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holy frack

игра иммерсивная, заставляет думать и анализировать, ну и приводит тебя к массе разнообразных выводов
спасибо разрабам (львовские парни - дай вам боженька здоровьячка)

10 Матильд из 10. Fun little sandbox to play in. It has a bit of a mobile feel to it, but seems to work very well with no notable
bugs. Didn't notice any graphical issues, and the display scales well just by dragging the window to be larger.

Amusing humor in the tutorial writing\/explanations of new scares earned as you go. From what I have played so far, it feels
easy to make mistakes and get way too ahead of yourself\/overwhelmed, but that's what learning is for.

Only real complaint is a lack of tooltips explaining exactly what effect different "awareness" props have.. It's a Interesting game
with spaceships fighting with each other.

Graphics - 9/10 It's interesting
Technology - 8/10 It can be created on other engine, like unity. But you guys do a Good Job on java :D
Audio - 10/10 It's a excellent soundbank to the game (That Includes Musics).
Gameplay - 9.5/10 I saw this movements on CC (Celestial Command) on steam, and the combat mode is very funny and epic.

Suggestion:
Play this on exploration mode first.. the story was great but the controls are terrible i would not reccomend playing this game
with mouse and keyboard. Starts strong, but never develops anything past the first few levels and straight up degenerates into a
poor action game in the last few. Which I wouldn't mind if the game had something else going for it, but the story is basic and
the artstyle is pointlessly detailed with gore, yet primitive in regards to everything else.
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I have never enjoyed a tower defense game this much before. It's hard to beieve that this is an indie title. Definitely an AAA
experience.. This is exactly the same as the iPad version.. same your money and buy that one.
iPad version = Cheaper, better interface, and it is full screen.
This is just a poor remake of that same game on a incomplete screen and using mice does this game an in-justice.. WHY DOES
IT ALWAYS CRASH ON THE SAME LEVEL
. A slight step up from their previous game, Sakura Agent. 720p, no voice acting. New soundtrack!

The soundtrack is stellar as usual with great mastering.

This time we have slimes, bathtubs, love and yuri! Watch in "horror" as random events occur to the detriment of the other girls
(obviously, you are useless protag you only can watch!) where it has to be lewd ya know! It's a ritual for Sakura games! We then
finish off with the classic "we actually like each other including protag whew" and yuri scene.

- A disappointment baited by humble chan. So much potential <3 I really hope this succeeds.

But if they don't fix it to run well on 'fastest' settings on my hardware (wont go into too many details, but I get 60fps on red
faction:Guerilla whichs has much similar destruction) It may just dissappear into the depths of my library in hopes of it getting
fixed.

Theres so much potential here i don't want to have to return it :< I hope they fix the framerate problems!. This is more of a tech
demo than an actual game. You wander around 3 levels of increasingly unfinished assets. Invisible shadow men, tons of invisible
walls and a red key that CANNOT BE FOUND! That's right, I couldn't even finish the game, because on the third level I had to
look for a red key, THERE WAS NO RED KEY, TRUST ME I LOOKED HARD!

Also, no piano in the game besides the intro screen. False advertising if you ask me.

STAY AWAY, DO NOT PURCHASE! A completely unfinished product.

(hint: using the summersault button to move everywhere makes the game slightly more fun)
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